
Features:

* It is perfect to make side-by-side ice cubes, chocolate, jelly;
* Ice came out well, there is no difference or crack. 
* To receive, from below to push each cube with your fingers for the fastest and easiest result, take the
tray from the fridge and wait for 5 minutes. In this way, the ice will bounce the same. If you do not
expect, your keystrokes while trying to push them to freeze. 

* The shape is hot and cold that can be used to make ice cream, chocolate, soap and even candles!
 
specification: 

Item Name 6 cavity silicone ice cube tray / 6 ball silicone ice ball maker

Material 100% Non-toxic Food Quality Silicone 
Temperature
range -40 to + 230 centigrade 

MOQ 100pcs

use Perfect for frozen ice-cream, pudding, sweets candies, chocolate drinks and
whiskey 

dimension Tray tray tray 165 * 115 * 50 mm; Ice hockey mold 18.5 * 13 * 5 cm 
net weight Ice tray 135 grams; Ice hockey mold 200 grams 
Logo and
amplifier; Screen printing, embossing; Normal plastic bags or custom 

Features Non-toxic, tasteless, readable, easy to clean, non-stick, dishwasher
example available











Silicone Ice Cube Similar Tray / Ice Ball Mold









certificate
Approved SGS, FDA, LFGB





Packaging and shipment

example available 

Time Delivery Time 3-7 days 

package 
(1): a packet to the opponents
2 off: on cardboard
(3) can be customized in the packaging 



Delivery method 
(1) express this. Bay DHL, UPS, FedEx and so on.
(2) at sea. You can use your shipping agent. But if you need our
help, we can provide you with a reliable shipping company.
(3) by plane 

Delivery time Ordered comfirn and 5-20 days after the amplifier; Payment
(depending on quantity) 

Company information

Shenzhen Benhaida rubber amplifier; Plastic Products Co., Ltd., with over 7 years of experience in the
field of silicone and plastic tableware.

We are a leading manufacturer and professional supplier of Alibaba, specialized in the production of
various silicone tools and are certified by the world-leading SGS company, 100% silicone-grade silicone
rubber, non-bisphenol A, site verification guarantee.



Our advantage:

* We are verified by SGS, the world's leading inspection company, 100% FDA silicone rubber material;
* We are classified as & Amp; Alibaba Gold Supplier, accepting the payment of commercial payment 
* We are the original manufacturer, we have our own factory, forms and amplifiers; The current stock
offers competitive prices and amplifiers; high quality;
* We accept OEM / OEM brand, custom mark in both product and packaging, custom packaging gift,
ribbon, cardboard, product brochures, UPC bar code label, FNSKU label.
* We have air and sea on the Amazon Shipping FBA, the rich ship experience, directly to the Amazon
warehouse, door to door, can be prerequisites and pricing.

Contact

Welcome to our website, you will find other hot products of silicone
Shenzhen Benhaida rubber amplifier; Plastic Products Co., Ltd.
Website: WWW. benhaida
Which application: + 86-15818564213
E-mail: Maggie Cheung (AT) benhaida
Skype: maggie4272

We have verified our prerequisites through the world's leading test center


